
De Profundis
Meeting Programming for Augurt

04 Auction
11 Filksing
18 Unscheduled
25 Movie: The Philadelphia Story

Business Meetings

Board of Directors August 21, 
2pm at the Tower
Seif i Sept 17
Westercon Sept 17

Other Meetings

Writer’s Group August 21 at
Jor Jennings (818)761-4117)

Sept 25
Oct 23

LASFS Book Sale July 31
FUCC Aug 17
Comicon Aug 21

The Fifth Annual LASFS
Book Sale will be held July 31, 
10am-6pm

The Writer’s Workshop will be 
held at Jor Jenning’s on Sunday, 
August 21,1pm, at 3565 Berry Drive, 
Studio city. Bring manuscript and 
swimsuit. Call (818) 761-4117 for info.

Issue 199

August 1989
The Sept 25 and Oct. 23 meetings 
will be at the clubhouse.



BOOK REVIEW
Mike Hodel’s Hour 25-Science 
Fiction Radio
KPFK 90.7
J. Michael Straczynski hosts Hour 
25 every Friday from 10pm to 
midnight on KPFK

Science fiction readings follow 
Hour 25, Fridays at midnight on 

The Wee Hours, with Chris 
Watson and Sue Cohen. ,

For those who know Laurie Reinecke; 
she was hospitalized June 18 with 
cancer, and had her spleen removed. 
She is homee again and apparently 
the cancer-Hodgkin’s Disease- was 
caught in time, so that chemotherapy 
will keep things under control

Cards, letters and phonecalls would 
be welcome. (Doom, gloom and/or 
negativeness would not.)

(Information from Bill Warren 
via Bruce Pelz)

Alita LipAr
N)
Arbor, 1988

Nancy Kress is a damn fine writer. She's 
a writer of intelligence and passion. One who 
tells tales that wrench your guts and really make 
you thick. And the stories never quite turn out 
like you think and/or perhaps, want, and Kress 
does this without forcing the issue. She has 
done this in all her books, so, in case you've been 
unaware of this superb talent her other works are: 
The Prince of Mouring Bells, The Golden Greve 
The White Pines and this marvelous new novel, 
An Alien Light

On a windswept planet of desert and veldt live the 
Delysians and the Jelites. The Delysians are merchants 
and craftspeople, the Jelite tend toward warfare and 
healing and these two peoples are constantly in a 
state of either warfare or uneasy truce. Into this 
rather closed society plop, with requisite mysteriousness, 
the Ged, a spxefaring race who art curious about the 
human species. Apparently they have been at loggerheads 
for sometime with spacefaring humans. So establishing a huge 
compound in the vtdlt surrounded by a Great Gray Wall, 
certain hwnans with enough cuuriosity, art allowed into R'Frow, 
the Ged place and in exchange for superior weaapons and technology, 
they remain passive to Ged teachings.

This, of course, takes many forms, though the Ged are ostensibly 
" humane" they are a fundamentally different race and 
their trying to grasp the slipperiness of human loyalties 
and intelligence proves to be the focus of their study.

The humans contained within R"Frow, Jelite and Dellysian, 
find that they are very uneasy allies in the face of Ged 
strangeness. But old habits, old trainings, old social mores 
are not stripped away without ripping the fabric of the human 
society, and the desire for the Ged science, especially in the areas 
of diease control and weapons become the objects of struggle 
between the several characters central to this story. But it 
is the story of Ayrys, the Delysian glassblower and Dahar, the 
warrior-healer that reflects this struggle swirling through the bool

I actually have a small quibble with a subplot regardingg some 
marooned spxefaring humans that seems a bit too pat and 
doesn't add anything to the strong central tale. But 
otherwise, this is a good a book as I've read in the last 12 months.

COMICON: Make your own con. On Sunday August 
21 Ninth Nebula is sponsoring its 
annual non-profit Comic Book Con #18.
Free tables may be available to LASFS members upon request 
and approval.
You will have to pass out flyers to 
promote the con.. This is a thank you to my customers and it 
is my hope top expand the field of comics by 
transcending greed (and fear).

Admission is $1.50, it will be from 10:30 
am-6:00pm. Phone Tues-Sat, l-5pm, (818) 
509-2901 F }

- Sue Martin



Other News Direct from CLJII

LASFEMMEFAN MARRIED 
Peggy Little, beautiful blonde LASFan, 
known to some people as that good
looking lady who danced with The Empe
ror at EquiCon, and more generally as 
one of CL’s Floozies at Loscons in the 
last -Few years, was married to Micheal 
Loehr on 10 July 1988 in an interesting 
ceremony in San Bernardino.

The ceremony was accompanied by a 
Musical Score, and when the groom made 
his appearance, he sang a number. He 
was followed by a rendition of "Old 
Souls" from Phantom of the Paradise, 
performed by recording by the bride.

A reception followed at nearby 
Norton Air Force Base (the father of 
the bride is a retired USAF officer). 
Both the bride and groom, who origin
ally met because both were aspiring 
singers, performed with the band, as 
did surprise (but not very) vocalist 
The Emperor, belting out the sixties 
tune “Sea Cruise", between dancing with 
the bride and various ladies (and yes, 
for all you nosy parkers out there, I 
did dance with the youngest girl there 
— I think she was seven or eight, and 
she asked me!).

The marriage is not expected to 
change Peggy’s status as a CL’s 
Floozie. Look for them at upcoming 
cons.

(CLJII)

EARTH ATTACKED BY PLANET MARS

Los Angeles (CLJII Syndicate wire) 
Hurricane force winds lashing the coast 
have proved to be only part of world
wide disasters plaguing our planet. 
Earthquakes, tsunamis, volcanic distur
bances, and gale-force winds have left 
hundreds dead in their wake, and no 
relief is in sight.

Earth’s leading scientists are 
unable to reach a consensus as to the 
source of these disasters, but Doctor 
iHans Alexis Zarkov, only recently re— 
'turned from his adventure on the planet 
Mongo, has advanced a theory involving 
intervention from another sphere, and 
intends to attempt another journey in 
his rocket-ship, accompanied by Dale 
Arden and polo star Flash Gordon.

Thus begin the thrilling adven
tures of FLASH GORDON’S TRIP TO MARS, 
the next presentation of the CL-odeon 
CLiffhanger Theatre, the 1938 Universal 
sequel to the most well-known of ser
ials. Larry “Buster" Crabbe returns as 
Flash, with Kane Richmond, C. Montague 
Shaw, Anthony Warde, and Kenne Duncan 
as Martians. Beatrice Roberts stars as 
Azura, Queen of Magic, and Jean Rogers, 
Frank Shannon, and Richard Alexander 
reprise their roles as Dale, Zarkov, 
and Prince Barin. Donald Kerr portrays 
comedy—relief sidekick Happy Hapgood, 
and our old friend Charles Middleton 
returns as Ming the Merciless.

Based upon the interplanetari1y 
famous King Features comic strip 
created by Alex Raymond, this is the 
cheapest but most effective of the 
Gordon trilogy, with an assortment of 
alien races (transplanted to Mars for 
the sake of variety, and not to capi
talise on the Mercury Theatre of the 
Air broadcast of "The War of the 
Worlds" as has been claimed for years).

"N*w World* to Conquer", chapter 
one of FLASH GORDON’S TRIP TO MARS, 
will be shown at 7i40 on 25 AUGUST, on 
the ancilliary screen in Freehafer 
Hall, before that night’s LASFS 
Meeting. The remaining fourteen' chap
ters will screen as usual on subsequent 
weeks.

(Charles Lee Jackson, II)

§



MEETING MINUTES
MENACE OF THE LASFS: Meeting #2652 — June 9, 1988
Mike Glyer, the Once and Future Secretary

Rick Young saw no Czarina on the horizon, so he gaveled the 
meeting to order. To put the members’ noise to productive use he 
led three cheers for St. Jim Glass.

Glyer read the minutes. There was a flurry of discussion about 
which two minutes had been cut from KTLA’s showing of Dune — 
something about the Sandworms never being shown fully erect...

The Emperor Jackson announced he has now “permanentized" the 
tentative program for June 23 because Republic hasn’t notified 
him they have retrieved the overdue Commadno Cody episodes from 
that Texas tv station. But Charlie has faith those films will be 
back someday: because Republic won’t rent them any others until 
that happens. The replacement program is a Rocky Jones serials, 
and those of you who don’t believe in coincidence can go wild 
trying to explain how it is that the actor who plays Commando 
Cody’s assistant also plays the role of Rocky Jones.

Charlie also warned that the next issue of Shaggy is in the 
works. He reminded us that Shaggy is exclusively available to 
members of the club...and anyone who has money.

Going for the hat trick, Charlie donned his third hat and 
reported as the Engineering Committee. He wagged his finger and 
said when the phone was ringing in the front building someone had 
to go past 30 other people to answer it. Somebody suggested 
giving up on the bell and installing a mallard call to attract 
attention. Frank Gasperik suggested replacing it with a taped 
announcement that shouts, "Hey, stupid! Pick me up!" Glyer said 
that wouldn’t work, because it’s already the LASFS males’ 
standard pickup line.

Rick Young said there would be no gaming at the clubhouse on 
Friday night, in order to clean up for the Showcase. Craig 
followed with the Science Fiction Showcase announcement. He said 
the auction loot included a Japanse Emgire Strikes Back poster. 
(Hirohito Hants You - Again?)

Eylat said she’d been away for a month-and-a-half, but was back 
again to urge people to write questions for her club project, an 
SF addition to Trivial Pursuit.

REGISTRAR; Dee Dee introduced: Robert Jablon, Helen Anderson, 
Terry Mcllwaine and Wil Kingsley. A fellow named Chris got up 
and said he needed a place to live, "...And I’m talkin' 
immediately." He said he doesn’t need kitchen privileges — 
occasional use of a bathroom would be helpful.

Franics Hamit’s play Marlowe is being performed, the spy thriller 
of 400 years ago. He auctioned off two pairs of tickets.

Galen Tripp said next Thursday is the De Profundi_s deadline. 
Jack Harness announced the Writers’ Group would meet at Jor 
Jennings’ home a week from Sunday. Adams Douglas beamed with 
pride that Stephen Hawking had made the cover of Ngygweek, "The 
first theoretical physicist in 30 years to make the cover."



Craig Miller got the elections rolling, although the voters were 
momentarily distracted' by the entry of Cheryl Chapman, who was 
looking particularly fabulous tonight.

Absent Sandy Cohen, Christian McGuie received his baptism of fire 
at the whiteboard. This may explain the following note that was 
received at the dais: "STOP, STOP, I CAN’T TAKE IT ANY MORE!! I 
am totally reconciled to the fact that all the candidates are 
totally corrupt and criminally insane. It no longer bothers me 
that the election results are rigged months in advance because we 
can’t actually SEE the votes. And in any case, what difference 
would it make, because the voters, by and large, are a random 
collection of fuggheads. But please, dear lord, in the name of 
common human decency, can’t you do anything about that man at 
the -whiteboard?" Drew Sanders’ solution was to ask whether we 
could nominate Christian as an honorary Sandy Cohen. "Honorary 
Sandy Cohen" sounds like another oxymoron, like military 
intelligence, or “interesting LASFS meeting."

PRESIDENT:

Galen Tripp 34 35 41 63
Linda Daniel 17 18 X
DeVera Joe 23 23 28 X
Hal O’Brien 22 23 29 33
Write-In 3 X
Dead 1 1 2 4
Total 100 100 100 100

VICE PRESIDENT:

Matheny-Rowand 42 44 55
Joe Zeff 22 22 X
Drew Sanders 23 23 34
Write-ins 3 X
Dead 0 1 2
Total 91 91 91

SECRETARY:

Chuck Donahue 13 14 14 14 X
Christian McGuire 15 15 15 17 22 24 X
Matthew Tepper 12 12 13 15 20 X

41Hal O'Brien 19 21 21 21 23 30
Nola Frame-Gray 3 X
Mark Poliner 4 4 4 X

30 36Jennifer Jumper 16 17 19 19 21
Wr i te-i n 4 X
Dead 0 0 0 0 0 9
Total
REGISTRAR:

86 86 86 86 86 86 86

Regina Hopwood 33 33 34 34 38 49

Terry Karney 12 13 14 15 17 X

Charles L. Jackson 18 IB 18 20 22 26

Darius Smith 7 8 8 8 X
Mark Poliner 5 5 6 X
Mudd 3 3 X
Write-Ins
Dead 
Total 82

X

82 82
5

82
5

82
7

82

TREASURER:

Robbie Cantor and Elayne Pelz: re-elected by acclamation



MORE MEETING MINUTES
MENACE OF THE LASFS: Meeting #2654 — June 23, 1988
Mike Slyer, the Once and Future Secretary (quoting the great
Arnold Schwarzenegger, '*1’11 be back...")

There was no Czarina in sight, so Mr. Rick took over the chores 
of' running tonight’s meeting. To assure there’ ’ be no argument, 
Rick invoked the name of Patron Saint Ted Johnstone, and three 
cheers reverberated from the audience. Rick was taking names and 
numbers tonight — he found the numbers in the Treasurer’s 
Report. We have $9,906.42.

Glyer read the minutes. Christian McGuire tried to take some of 
his own numbers, correcting Glyer’s report that Charlie Jackson 
had not talked about 115% overbooking for Roger Babbit press 
screenings, but 150%. Charlie Jackson interrupted to say that 
115%, the figure in the minutes, was right to begin with. Glyer 
said it was the first time he’d ever gotten anything right in the 
minutes, so it’s a good thing he’s leaving office in two weeks. 
John Lavalley merely complained, "’Roger Rabbit’ is out of 
Toon..." •

REGISTRAR: Dee Dee made one last sweep of the crowd before 
introducing guests Cassandra Zupke and Brian Zupke. Dee Dee and 
Adams Douglas had a gone at each other’s pronunciation of the 
guests’ names. Adams retaliated by writing the phonetic 
pronunciation on the whiteboard. Glenn Glazer came up and made 
an "improvement" in the diacritical marks. Glyer decided to add 
his own improvement, showing the phonetic rendering of Glazer’s 
name is "M-U-D". Charlie Jackson decided Glyer had gotten enough 
things right, and said "M-U-D spelled backwards is D-U-M." 
Simultaneously, George Mulligan said, "M-U—D spelled backwards is 
D-U-M." Glyer said, "There’s an echo in here." Charlie said, 
"There’s an echo in here." Yes there is. Yes there is.

COMMITTEES: Rick Foss announed as Loscon 16 committee meeting for 
Saturday at 1:30 PM. New Program Czar Adams Douglas only knew 
next week’s program — he has to find the paperwork Craig left 
him. Next week will be Czarina Casey Bernay’s "decoronation." 
(Careful, that’s not defloration!)

Galent Tripp called out from the back of the room, "Tell them to 
put aluminum cans in the recycling container," but everyone 
agreed he Just had. Adams added there would be a paper drive 
next Sunday.

Charlie Jackson of the FCC said ”We have declared war on Texas. ' 
The emperor is upset that some tv station down there didn’t 
return the prints of three serial episodes he originally planned 
to show as tonight’s program. Charlie said Dr. Pournelle is 
leading a scouting party into deepest Texas. (We had heard he 
was leading a scouting party into something deep, hut we didn’t 
know it was pronounced "Texas".) Alluding to the vengeance 
Pournelle is expected to reak, Charlie said, "You’ve heard of the 
scorched earth policy?" Bill Curry insisted they were having a 
drought there anyway.

Charlie reviewed the playbill of the Fourth—or-Final Week-End 
Movie Society showing this month, coinciding with the Emperor’s 
birthday. Charlie promises an even more self-indulgent program 
than usual, including "G-Men vs. Everybody", as he calls the 
assemblage.

Wishfully, Rick Young tried to interrupt and take back control 
of the meeting, but Charlie ran right over him with more FCC 
reports. (As Charlie forged ahead, Glyer whispered to Rick, 
"It’s been tried before!") The July FCC will be an hour of 
Laurel and Hardy comedies. Then Charlie took a show of hands on



who would be interested in having "Felix the Cat * cartoons shu^n. 
Regrettably, there was a substantial burst of enthusiasm. 
Christian McGuire asked suspiciously, "Aren't those science 
fiction?” Charlie insisted, "No, there’s no Sr in them. SF goes 
over at LASFS like an iron beachball."

When Charlie returned control of the vertical and horizontal to 
Rick, Rick read Mrs. Robert A. Heinlein’s card thanking the club 
for our flowers and sympathy card. Rick also announced news of 
considerable concern to members who know Laurie Reinecke, that 
she had been hospitalized for the removal of a cancerous spleen. 
The information, from Bill Warren via Bruce Pelz, was that her 
Hodgkins' disease is controlled.

When George Mulligan declared he would no longer be offering 
automobiles for sale, there were cheers and mock groans. Then he 
turned around and said, "...If somebody needs a bicycle...

Rick Young said recycling aluminum cans brought in $90 last 
month. Glyer hawked Fanthology L§6 for $3.00. Rick Young 
reminded people how little time they have to start making 
payments on Lifetime Dues in order to get in under the wire at 
the old rate.

Charlie, who had to present tonight's program, was busy finishing 
the APA L cover as we watched, and asked Rick to stretch out the 
meeting until he was finished. As a result we got to hear such 
thrilling reports as the availability for rental of yet another 
property in the mighty Hobbs real estate empire, this time a 
house on stilte in Simi Valley. Hey, I don’t make this stuff up. 
At least, not all of it. Soon, Charlie signalled he was done 
with the cover art, and we adjourned.



EVEN MORE MEETING MINUTES
MENACE OF THE LASFS: Meeting #2655 — June 30, 1900
Mike Glyer, the Once and Future (But Not Next Week’s) Secretary

Outgoing Czarina Casey Berncy called the meeting to order. The 
Secretary, who pays attention to such things, noticed her 
cleavage was off-center tonights her Czarina outfit stayed the 
same size this term, while she shrank considerably. In fact, if 
we neglected to explain the reasons to future LASFS historians, 
they might be quite shocked to compare her "Before" and "After" 
photographs as President of LASFS.

After asking Glyer to make some historical comments about 
tonight's Patron-Saint, Casey exhorted the members to give three 
cheers for Patron Saint (and Sacred Flying Disk) Alan Frisbie. 
During the process, Sylvia Stevens (the former Punfine Poster 
Child, visiting from New Mexico) uttered several atrocious puns. 
Despite never having laid eyes on Sylvia before, the Czarina 
tried to reinstitute the punfines on the spot.

Glyer read the minutes, which only served to renew the heated 
"Zupke (Zup-Key) Pronunciation Debate." Adams Douglas corrected 
Glyer’s prounciation so emphatically that Sylvia mistakenly 
wished him, "Gesundheit!"

George Jumper expressed concern at the Treasury figure quoted in 
the minutes ($9,906), wondering where the money went. He was 
probably not soothed when Casey flashed a $90 check, our latest 
recycling proceeds. Jumper said, "Yeah, that might pay the air 
conditioning bill from last night!" (Sylvia scampered to write 
on the whiteboard, "Recycle your old armor: the check is in the 
mail!") But when Casey picked up this week’s Treasury report, it 
had a $14,660 balance. "What’d we sell?" asked an amazed 
Jumper. Glyer inspected the report and discovered Rick Young had 
read only the total of the main treasury last week, not including 
the Building Fund.

NEW BUSINESS: Marty Cantor, seconded by Mark Poliner and The Guy 
With The Sideburns, wrote: "Due to the fact that no officers have 
shown up tonight to open up the clubhouse at its appropriate 
usual time (6:00—6:30 PM) — indeed no officers have shown up at 
the time this motion was written (7:15 PM) — It is hereby moved 
that all of the current-term procedural officers who are elected 
for a 6-month term be summarily removed on the grounds of non
feasance with said removal to take effect at the adjournment of 
tonight’s meeting."

George Jumper moved to table the motion for 400 years. Chris 
shouted out, "Wait, we need an independent prosecutor!" There 
was a mixed voice vote on the main motion, but the Buchman 
process (requiring a show of hands) resulted in the elimination 
of the motion.

COMMITTEE REPORTS: Galen Tripp announced tonight is the last 
night to pick up De Profundus while it’s still Just a suggestion 
instead of a presidential order. Heh — Galen will find out 
about the strength of presidential orders the first time he 
orders LASFS to quiet down.

George Jumper, for the Committee on Surrealism in Everyday Life, 
reported the LA Times business section recommended reading a 
popular Japanese comic strip called "Japan, Inc." instead of 
wasting your time and money on an MBA.

Rick Young hyped the LASFS book sale. Sylvia Stevens, our past 
COmmittee on Surrealism ir. Everyday Life, who is now out there 
living it instead of reporting it, announced there had been a 



two-headed Indian man arrested for hacking off one of his heads, 
but they didn’t know whether to charge him with murder or 
suicide.

Patrice Cook hawked Westercon memberships — rates will go up 
after the holiday weekend. Program chairman Adams Douglas said 
tonight’s program is the decoronation of Czarina Casey Bernay. 
Casey corrected him, terming it her abdication. Adams said 
tonight we’d also be seeing the promotional rock video she 
directed. Next week it’s an auction.

Hare Hobbs praised Who Framed Roger Rabbit as the best animation 
he’s seen. Glyer sold File 770 like hotcakes. Then Casey closed 
the meeting by popping her champagne cork (and almost taking out 
an overhead fluorescent tube), and declaring, “I hereby 
abdicate!" Champagne, cheese and crackers were served: which 
those of you who were around in 1937 may remember was more than 
LASFS got when King Edward abdicated...

Fanzines Received

These -fanzines are sent to the club 
and can be made available to 
interested members. See Bruce or 
Elayne .
AIRGLOW #3 
BCSFAZINE #181 & 182 
BRUZZFUZZELL NEWS Vol. 1 #55 
DASFAX Vol. 20 No . 7 
DELINEATOR # 
IN FLUX #12 
INSTANT MESSAGE 441 & 442 
INTERPHASE Vol. 15 No. 8 
LAN'S LANTERN 26 
LITTLE FREE PRESS #64 
MYTHPRINT #S7 & 98 
NASFA SHUTTLE June 88 
PULSAR #117
ROBOTS AND ROADRUNNERS V0L3 No. 1 
RIVERSIDE QUARTERLY Vol. 8 No.#2 
SATURN Vol. 16, No. ? 
SFSFS SHUTTLE 37 & 33 
SMART-ASH #41 
TNFF Vol. 47, No. 6 
TRANSMISSIONS #257X258 
WESTWIND #130



TUCKER AWARD BALLOT

A new award was instituted in 1985 to recognize the activities of that heretofore unsung group 
of people known as SF convention partiers. Every award must, of course, have a nickname; the 
official nickname of the Award for Excellence in Science Fiction Convention Partying is the Tucker".

The first two years awards were sponsored and administered by the St. Louis in '88 Worldcon Bid 
Committee, and subsequent awards are administered by a related group. The awards are nominated 
and voted on by members of Czarkon 5 (St. Louis' "adult relaxicon"), and the rest of SF party 
fandom via convention parties and any fanzines or SF Club newsletters willing to reprint the 
nomination form and/or this final ballot.

There are 3 awards: 1 each for SF Professional (writer, agent, editor, or dealer), SF Artist, and 
SF Fan. Couples or groups are eligible as a single nominee. Any SF convention partier over the 
age of 21 Is eligible. Winners are not eligible for re-nomination in any category for a period of 5 
years; losing nominees are eligible again the following year. The 1985 thru 1987 winners were:

1 985 1 986 1 987
Spec I a I Grand

Master Award: Wilson "Bob” Tucker
SF Profess ional : Bob Cornett

& Kev i n Rand I e
Glen Cook Nancy Edwards

SF Artist: David Lee Anderson Dell Harris Joan Hanke-Woods
SF Fan: GIen Boettcher

& Nancy MiIdebrandt
Dick Spe1 man Jack Jenni ngs

The design of the physical award is a full bottle of Beam's Choice bourbon mounted on a base; the 
base has a plaque with the year, award name, and the winner’s name. An instant tradition was 
begun in 1985: the winners received their awards full, but took them home from the convention 
empty (many self-sacrificing volunteers helped empty the awards). Any winner not physically 
present runs the high risk of having the award emptied by the designated acceptor.

To vote for the 1988 Tucker Awards, write a number from 1 to 4 in the spaces below by 
the names in each category, 1 being your first choice and 4 being your last choice in 
EACH CATEGORY. After marking your ballot, detach it along the dotted line and mail it to:

TUCKER AWARDS, PO Box 1058, St. Louis, MO 63188

Photocopied, mimeographed, hand-printed, or typed equivalents of this ballot are acceptable.

VOTING DEADLINE IS 1 DECEMBER 1988

1988 TUCKER AWARD BALLOT
PRO TUCKER: __  Ed Bryant

Jack Chalker 
__ Brad Denton 
__ Lon Levy

ARTIST TUCKER: __ Giovanna Fregni
__ Alexis G i I I i I and
__ Dan Patterson
__ Ray VanT i I burg

FAN TUCKER: Susan Cohen 
Tom Meser oIe 
Ken Moore 
Dav id Rogan

Smail ($1 or less) donations will be gratefully accepted to defray award expenses, 
hut ARE NQT REQUIRED in order to nominate or to vote.



Letter to the LASFS:
Mrs. Robert A. Heinlein 
Post Office Box 222273 

Carmel, California 93922

16 June 1988

Los Angeles Science Fantasy Society,, Inc. , 
11513 Burbank Blyd., 
North Hollywood, Ca 91601.

Dear friends.

Please forgive this belated thanks, but the flowers you sent here 
when Robert died were lovely. The florist chose a basket full of 
spring flowers, suitable for the season, which came with your 
card of sympathy.

As I'm sure you already know, Robert was cremated, his ashes 
scattered at sea, with military honors. It might not be quite so 
well known, though, that he lied about his age, in order to 
become a civilian soldier when he was in high school. But he 
loved the Navy, and always regretted that his career in that 
organization was cut short too ea»"ly.

The contents of this newsletter are edited by Jeni Birr. The 
printing and distribution is handled by Galen Tripp, who is 
sometimes assisted by Gavin Clypool with the printing part. 
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c/o The Log Angeles Science 
Fantasy Society, inc. 
1513 Burbank Blvd.
North Hollywood, CA 91601 USA

California 91344


